LED Stop Sign Instructions

Operation of the LED Stop-Lite Sign

1. Charge fully before use.
2. Press the FLASH/ON/OFF button above the handle to switch between flashing, solid, and off modes.
3. Grasp the foam handle and hold the sign upward. The LEDs will illuminate.
4. To temporarily turn off the sign, hold the sign downward (with the word “STOP” upside down). The LEDs will now turn off and you will be in energy saving mode.
5. When ready for storage, ensure the sign is powered off.

Charging Instructions

1. To charge the battery, plug the included AC battery into the Micro-USB charging cord and then into a 120/240 VAC wall outlet.
2. Insert the Micro-USB end into the charger port in the battery, located at the bottom of the sign handle.
3. The LED indicator on the battery charger will glow red. This will indicate that the battery is being charged. A discharged battery will take approximately 3-4 hours to completely charge.
4. When the battery is fully charged, the LED will glow green. You may disconnect the charger and use the sign. On a full charge, you can expect to get over 3 hours of continuous solid-on function and over 12 hours of flashing function.

Battery Replacement

Your LED Stop-Lite sign is supplied with a long-lasting Lithium-Ion Battery Pack (approximately 500 charge cycles).

1. Twist battery, located at the base of the sign handle, left and pull to remove.
2. Insert new battery and twist right to lock into place.
3. Your sign battery also functions as a powerbank. Connect a USB cord to the output USB port to charge other devices.

Warranty

The LED stop sign and accessories are subject to a 1 year warranty from the date of purchase.